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Abstract

We are doing a suvey on amenability, weak amenability and generalized notions of

amenability of semigroup algebras ¿16). Based on the characterizations of amenability

of a Banach algebra, F. Ghahramani, R.J. Loy and Y. Zhang have introduced approximate

amenability and pseudo-amenability for Banach algebras. Since they have been introd.uced,

many results concerning them have been obtained by many researchers. We focus on'this

topic regarding semigroup algebras. We give some new characterizations for a Banach alge-

bra to be approximately amenable. For a semigroup ,9 with a generating set E, we also give

necessarY and sufficient conditions so that /1(S) is amenable, weakl¡r amenable or bound.-

edly approximately amenable.

It is known that if the semigroup algebra Z1(S) is approximately amenable then ,9 must

be a regulal amenable semigroup. !tr'e prove that the converse is not true by examining

the bicyclical semigroup ,Sr which is an important semigroup and has been studied by

many reseilchers from various aspects. Precisely, we show that, although ^91 is a regular

amenable semigroup, tt(Sr) is not approximately amenable. In the appendix we also give a

direct proof to the fact that lt(Sz) is not approximately amenable, where 
^92 

is the partially

bicyclic semigroup defined by ,S2 :q L, a,b, c I ab : o,c : 7 ).
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Chapter 1

Preliminaries

1.1 /1- semigroup algebra

Terms and concepts of. basic real and functional analysis which we have not d.efined or

discussed can be found in [8] and [49]. In this section we establish some notations and

definitions.

Definition 1.1.1. A cornpler algebra is a vector space á over the complex field C in which

a multiplication is defined, called an algebra product, Ax A --+ A; (a,b) -- ab, that satisfies:

a(bc): (ab)c,(a)-b)c: ac*bc,a(b+ c): ab+ o,c (a,b,c e A)

(aa)b: a(ab) : sço6¡ (a e C, a,b e A).

We say that L is commutati,ue if ab : ba for all a,b e A. If in addition, ,4 is a Banach space

with respect to a norm that satisfies the submultiplicative inequalitv

ll oa ll<ll o llll ó ll @,b e A) (1.1)
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then .4 is called a Banach algebra. If ,4 contains a unit element e such that ae : eo, : a

(a e A) then A is called a Banach algebra wi,th i.d,enti,t?/. If ll e ll: t then ,A is a unital

Banach algebra.

Suppose that the algebra ,4 does not have a unit. Then we define the uni,ti,zati,on of A to

be A#: C O A. A# is a unital algebra, with unit (1,0), for the product

(o,o)([J,b): (aB,o,b:-, Ba*ab) (o,þ e C.a,b e A).

If ,4 is a Banach algebra, then so is A# for the norm ll(o,o)ll : l"l + lloll.

Asubalgebra of analgebra,4.isalinea¡subspace Bof Asuchthat abeB forall a,be B.

Ateftid'ealinanalgebraá is asubalgebr aI ÇAsuchthat, 1f a€ Aand ö e /, then ab < L

Similarly, u/e can defrne a ri,ght i,deal and a two-si.ded ideal for A.

Trre rad'i,cal of an algebra ,4 is defined to be the intersection of the maximal left ideals of

¿#;it is denoted by rad,.A. The algebra Ais semisimpleif rad,{A}: {0} (see [9]).

We recall some definitions. For fu¡ther details see [88].

Definition L.L.2. A groupoi,d, (.9, p) is defined as a non-empty set ,g on which a binary

operation p : ,S x ,5 -+ ^9 
is defined. We say that (,9, ¡u) is a sem'igroup if the operation ¡-r is

assoc'iat'iue, that is to say, if, for all r,y and z in S,

p( p(r,a), r)) : þ(r, p(a, z)). (r.2)

We shall follow the usual algebraic practice of writing the binary operation as multi,pli,cati.on.

Thus p(z,g) becomes ry, and formula (1.2) takes the simple form

(ry)z: r(Az),
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the familiar associative law of elementary algebra. A non-empty subset T of. S is a subsemi-

group if ? is a semigroup for the product in ,9. For s € ,S, we set

("): {s":n € N},

the semigroup generated by s; the subsemigroup of. S generated by a subset T is denoted

bv (7).

If the semigroup,9 has the property that, for aIIr,y in S,

ra : ur,

we shall say that S is a comrnutatiue semigroup. (The term abeli,an is also used, by analogy

with the group theoretic term). If a semigroup ,9 contains an element 1 with the property

that, for all z in 
^9,

xI: Ix.

we say that 1 is an i,dentity element (or just an identi,ty) of ^9, and that ,5 is a semigroup

uil.l¿ i,der¿ti,ty or (more usually) a mono,id. W'e now define

we refer to ,91 as the monoi,d obtai,ned, from s by ad,joining an i,d,enti,ty i,f necessary.

If a semigroup ,9 with at least two elements contains an element 0 such that, for all r in ,9,

0z : z0: 0,

we say that 0 is a zero elernent (or just a zero) of ,9, and that ,9 is a semigroup uith zero.

By analogy with the case of ,S1, we define
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and refer to ^9o as the semigroup obtai,ned frorn S by adjoining a zero if necessary.

If ¿ is an element of a semigroup ,S without identiiy then 5¿ need not contain ø. The

following notations will be standard:

Sra: Sau {a},a51 : aS u {a}, SlaSl : SaS U 5ø U øS u {ø}.

Let ^9 be a semigroup. For subsets,4 and B of. S, we set A.B : {sú: s e A,t € B}; we

write 5[2] for ,9. ,9.

,9 is called si,mple if it contains no proper (two-sided) ideal.

Definition L.1.3. Let ,5 be a semigroup, and consider the Banach space

ttçs¡: {/ ,s -* a I I I /(s) l< -}.
s€.9

'We write ó" for the characteristic function of {s} for s €,5, so / € (.1(Ð has the form :

.f : I o,ô",
s€,9

where

DefinitÍon L.L.4. Let ,S be a semigroup, and let f : Ða,õ, and g : ÐB16, belong to

z1(s). set

f x s : (la,t,). (I þ,õ,) : ItÐ s,þ")6t
ú€,S rs:t

where Ðr":¿ drþs :0 when there are no elements r and s in ^9 with rs : ú. Let ,g be

a semigroup, and set A : (¿16),*, ll ' Ill ). ,4 with the usual pointwise addition, scalar

multiplication, the product (convolution) * and with the norm ll / llr ir a Banach algebra

called the di,screte sem'igroup algebra of S.

Moreover if ,5: G is a group then 11(S) is the discrete group atgebra lr(G).

ll / llr: I | ", l< oo.

s€,9
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Definition 1.1.5. Let P(S) be the space of all bounded complex-valued functions on,9.

The dual space of Z1(S) is ¿*(S) with the duality

("f,À): f f{r)r{r) (f €(16),À e /-(^9)).
s€.9

Given a function / on ^9 the Ieft (ri.ght) translation of I bAz € ,9 is a function on ,5 denoted

by bf such that l"f(s): /(rs) (resp. r"Í(s): /(sr)). A discrete semigroup S is Ieft

amenable if the space ¿*(S) admits a functional rn, called Ieft inuariant mean, such that

rn(t¡ : t :ll n ll and m(l"f) : *U), r € S, f e 4*(S). Similarly one can defrnes ri.ght

amenable. If ,9 is both left and righi amenable, it is amenable.

I.2 More about Banach algebras

Definition 1-.2.t. Let A be an algebra. A left A-module is a linea¡ space E over C and a

map

(a,r)'ta'r:AxE'E,

such that :

a' (ar + þA) : aa' r * l3a' A, (aa * l3b) . x : d,a . r * þb . r

a'(b'r): ab'r (a,þ eC,a,b e A,r,A e E)'

Ã right A-rnodule is defined similarly.

Ãn A-btirnodule is aspace ,Ð which is both a lefi A-module and a right A-module and which

is such that:

a . (r .b) : (a. n) .b (a,b e A,n e E).
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A Banach space .E is said to be a Banach teft A-modute if itis a left A-module and there

exists k ) 0 such that ll ar flk ll o llll r ll, o € A, n e E.

Banach ri'ght A-rnodules are defined similarly. E is said to be a Banach A-bimodule if it is

both a Banach left , -module and a Banach right ,4.-module and the module multiplications

are related by a(rb): (ar)b, a,b € A, íL e E.

For any Banach algebra ,4., ,4 itself is a Banach ,A-bimodule with the product of -4 giving

the module multipiications. If .Ð is a Banach left(right) ,4,-module, then -E*, the conjugate

space of -Ð, is a Banach right (resp.left) ,A-module with the natural module multiplications

defined by

(*,f o): (or,/) ( resp. (*,of l: (*o,f )), (1.3)

for / e E*,a e A and r e E. We call this module the duat right (resp. teft) modute of E.

Here, for re E and / €E*, (n,/) denotesthevalue f(r). rfEisaBanach.A-bimodule,

then multiplications given by Equation (1.3) make .E* into a Banach á-bimodule, called

the dual module of E.

Since the only bimodules we â,re concerned with in the following are Banach bimodules we

will refer to them simply as -4-bimodules.

Suppose that X and Y are Banach spaces. We denote the projecti,ue tensor product of

X and Y by X6Y, and denote the elementary tensor of.r € X and a e Y by zSgi we

refer to [51] for the details about this kind of product space.

Suppose that ,4. is a Banach algebra. Then ,4ô,4 is a Banach ,4-bimodule with the muiti-

plications specified by

a.(b8 c): abØc,(b 8c) .a:bØca (a,b,ce A).



We use z'to denote the linear map from A6Ainto á specified by

a'(ø8b'):ab (a,beA).

A di,rected set is a pariially ordered set Á, (admiiting Reflexivity, AntisymmetrS' un¿

tansitivity) such that, given À1,À2 € -4., there exist À €.4. with À > Àr (k:I,2).

Let X be a topological space. A net in X is a mapping from a directed set r\. into X.

A net {"r}r.,,r in X is said to conuerge to r € X, denoted bV 
lr¿1"^ 

: r, if for every

neighborhoodU of z, there exist À6 € Â such that ø¡ € [/ for att À ì À0.

Amenability of Banach algebras has been one of the major themes in the homology

theory of Banach algebras [34]. The definition of amenability was introduced by È.8.

Johnson in 7972. Amenable Banach algebras have since proved themselves to be widely

applicable in modern analysis (for example see [10] and [b0]).

Definition L.2.2. Suppose that Ais a Banach algebra and let E be aBanach A-bimodule.

A (continuous) deriuati,on from,4. into E is a (continuous) linear mapping D : A --+ E which

satisfies

(ab) : a' D(b) + D(a) .b (a,b e A).

For any r € E, the mapping ad, : A -+ E given by

ad"(a) : o" t- r'o, (ae A),

is a continuous d.erivation, called an 'inner deriaation. r is called the i,mplementi,ng element

for ad". Denote by Z|(A,E) the space of all continuous derivations from A into E and by

N'(A,E) the space of all inner derivations from,4 inio E. Then ly'l(A,B) is a subspace of



Z'(A,E). The quorient space

Hr(A,.r,\ _ zt(A,E)
"t - ¡¡t1¿_E)

is called the first cohomology group of.,4, with coefficients in E. For the general theory of

the Banach cohomology group Hn(A,.Ð), where n € N, see [40], [35] and [t0].

A Banach algebra á is said tobe contractible if HI(A, E) :0 for all Banach ,A-bimodules

E, amenabte if H|(A,E*) :0 for all Banach,A-bimodules -8, and ueakly amenable if

H'(A,A*):0, where,4.* denotes ihe dual space of ,4, with natural ,4.-bimodule action.

Throughout, unless otherwise stated, by a derivation we mean a conti,nuous derivation.

A Banach algebra A ís arnenable if for every A-bimodule ,Ð every derivation D : A --- E*

is inner (i.e. 3 r e E* such that D(a) : o,. r - x. aV ø e A).

Tlivially, an amenable Banach algebra is weakly amenable; however the class of weakly

amenable Banach algebras is considerably larger. See Example A.r.L below.

There are many aiternative formuiations of the notion of amenability, of which we note the

following, for further details see [2, 6, 10, 35, b0].

The Banach algebra ,4, is amenable if and only if any, and hence all, of ihe following

hold, where r : AØ A-+ A is the natural extension of the product map aØby-+ ab:

(i) (Johnson l4ll) Ahas a bounded approximate di,agonal, that is, a bounded net (nz¿) c A,gA

such that for each r € A, rni .r - r .rrl¿ -+ 0, r(m¿) .r -+ r;

(ii) (Johnson [ar]) ,4 has a ui.r-tual d,'iagonal, that is, an element M e (A6l,4).* such that

for each r € A, n. Il[.: M .r, (n**M) .r: ri

(iii) (Gourdeau [2a]) any derivation of -4 into an5, Banach -A-bimodule is the strong limit of

a net of inner derivations which have a bounded net of implementing elements.
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Definition 1.2.3. Let A be a normed algebra. A Ieft approrimate identity for ,4. is a net

{"r}¡.n in ,4 such that for aII r € A,

limetr: r.
À€^ "

(1.4)

Ri'ght appron'imate i,dentiti,es are similarly defined by replacing e¡r with ,reÀ in Equation

(1.4). A two-si,dedapprorimatei,dentity isanetthatisbothaleftandarightapproximate

identity. If {e¡} is norm bounded, then we have a bounded (Ieft/right) approrimate i,d,enti,ty.

B.E. Johnson [40] proved the following general implication:

Theorem 7,2.4, If a Banach algebra A 'is amenable then A has a bound,ed, approrirnate

i.dentity.



Chapter 2

Amenability of (.1(S)

2.L Amenability of semigroup algebras

The notion of amenability for Banach algebras is well-known as a general principle. The

problem of determining which Banach algebras in certain classes are amenable is often a sub-

stantial problem; there are some major theorems. For example, the amenable C*-algebras,

the amenable group algebras, and the amenable measure algebras have been determined in

famous theorems.

Let ,9 be a semigroup, and let 1.1$) Ae the corresponding semigroup algebra. We classify

the semigroups ,S for which Zi(S) is amenable.

Let us first recall the known theory of the amenability of Banach algebras on locally

compact groups G. This result combines two famous theorems of B. E. Johnson [40,43, 15].

Theorem 2.t.7.' Let G be a locally compact group. Then:

(i,) Lt(G)'is an amenable Banach algebrai,f and, only i.f G i,s an amenable group;

(ä) Lr(G) i.s weakly amenable.

10
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In particular, Lt(G) is amenable for each locally compact abelian (LCA) group G.

Given a semigroup ,9 the problem of the amenabilitv and weak amenability of (,1(.5) as a Ba-

nach algebra is rather more complicated. We will present some results regarding amenability

of lr(S) as a Banach algebra and shall determine exactly when /1(^9) is amenable as a Ba-

nach algebra. This is due to various authors Í16,12,32,3I, 44).

\ÃIe recall some further standard notions from semigroup theory.

Definition 2.t.2. An element "¿ € ^9 is idempotent if. uu: u and denote with E the set of

idempotents. If 
^9 

is commutative and satisfies the condition that each z in ,9 is idempotent

we call S a semi,Iatti,ce.

OnEthereisausualorder: e,f e E,e1f if ef : fe: e. Anelement p€ Eis

mi,ni,malif q:'p whenever qeE withq<p.

Definition 2.L.3. A semigroup ,5 is carled Ieft cancellat'iue if for all r,s,t €. S, rs : rt

implies s : ú. Similarly, we can defi.ne ri,ght cancellati,ue.

Definiiion 2,i.4. a semigroup 5 is a reguiør sern'igroup if for each s € 5 there exists

s* € ,9 with ss*s : s and .s*ss* : s*. If s* is unique for each s € ,9, we say that ,S is an

'inuerse sern'igroup.

A group G is a regular semigroup with E : {ec}, the bicyclic semigroup (defined in 3.3

below) is easily seen to be an elementary inverse semigroup.

Theorem 2.1.5 ([16], Theorem 8). Let s be an'inuerse sem,igroup wi,th E fini,te. Then

l.r(S) ls amenable i,f and'onty i,f each rnarimal subgroup of S i.s amenable.

Definition 2.L.6. Let ,9 be a semigroup and suppose that there is a semilattice E and

disjoint subsemigroups -9" (s € E)of ,Ssuchthat,g: UseE,g" and S,SB Ç S.,p (a,ø e E).
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Then ,9 is called a semilattice of the subsem'igroups So (a € E). If E is a finite set, E¡e say

^9 is a fi,nite semilatti.ce of subsernigroups.

Definition 2.1.7. (a) A semigroup 5 is left reuersi,ble if for all r,y € S, rS nAS + Ø.

(b) fI Ç ,S is a Ieft i,deal group if If is a left ideal in ,9, as well as being a group under the

semigloup operation.

(c) The minimum ideal Il(^9) is called the kemel of ,9 in [38, 53.1].

There are severai known partial results, which we summarize in the following theorem

and which determine exactiy when /1(,9) is amenable as a Banach algebra.

Theorem 2.1.8. Let S be a sem'igroup

('i,) Suppose that S is abeli,an and E: S. Then(.1(S) i.s weaklg amenable [12, Propositi,on

10.51;

(ä) Suppose that LL(S) 'i,s an amenable Banach algebra. Then:

S i.s an amenable semigroup [16, Lemrna 3];

S i,s (Ieft and right) reuers,ible [25], [52, Lemma 1];

S has only f.nitely many zdempotents and each i,deal I i,n S i.s regular and, ,in particular,

I : Il2l [17, Theorern 2],.5 has a minimal i,d,empotent;

!.1(S) has ani,denti.ty and K(s) eri,sts and,ß an amenable group [12, corollarg 10.6];

(.1(S) is a sernisirnple algebra (th'i,s foUows frorn [18, Tlreorem 5.11]);

S conta'ins eractlg one Ieft id,eal group So, whi.ch'is also the only ri,ght i,d,eal group; further-

more Ss 'is amenable flrtr, Theorern 4.1+].

(i'ä,) Suppose that S i.s uni.tal and, teft or riglrt cancellat'iue. Then l}(S) ,is amenable iJ and,

onty i,f S i,s an arnenable group [31, Theorem 2.3].
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(i,u) Suppose that S i,s abeli,an. Then (.1(S) i,s amenable i,f and only i,f S is a f.ni.te semi.Ilatice

o! amenable groups [32, Theorem 2.7].

The force of these results seems to be that Z1(S) is amenable if and oniy if ,9 " is built

up from amenable groups ". It can be shown that l1(S) is " lefl-amenable " if and only

if ,5 is a left-amenable semigroup [46]. In these results it is apparent that the condition of

amenability imposes strong algebraic constraints on the semigroup.

In fact a characterization is given in [12, Theorem 10.12].

lVe proceed to describe a kind of semigroup which is the utmost importance in the algebraic

theory of semigroups (see [5, S3.1]).

Definition 2.1.9. Let G be a group, 1 and Â be arbitrary non-empty sets, and Go : GU{0}

be agroup with zero adjoined (see Definition 1.1.2). Ã sandwichmatrir P: (ps¿) is aÂxI

matrix with entries being elements of G' such that each row and column of P has at least

one non-zero entry. The set S:G x 1x Â with the composition

(a,i, j )o (ö,¿,k): (aP¡Lb,i,,lc), (o,i,j),(b,k,l) e S

is a semigroup that w-e denote bV M(G; I , lt; P ).

Similarly if P is a Â x I matrix over G', then,9 : G x1 x Â U {0} is a semigroup under

the following composition operation:

):

-0

(o,i, j) o (b,l,le

(a,i, i) o o

(

) (aPitb,i',k) if P1t' 0

I r irp¡t:o

o(a,'i,,¡):QoQ:Q.
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This semigroup which is denoted by Mo(G;1,Ìt;P) aiso can be described in the follos'ing

way. An 1 x À matrix L over Go that has at most one nonzero entry a : A(.i,j) is called

a Rees I x Ìt matri,r ouer Go and is denoted by (o)¡¡.The set of all Rees 1x ¡\ matrices

over Go form a semigroup under the binary operation A.B : APB, which is calied úfr,e

Rees I x Ì\ matrir sern'igroup ouer Go with the sandwich matrir P and is isomorphic to

M"(G;1,Ìr;P ) [37, pp. 6i-63].

Definition 2.1.L0. A princi,pal series of id.eals for 
^9 

is a chain

S : It 2 Iz 2 ...2 I^-t ? I*: K(S)

where 11, 12,...,1ro are ideals in ,S and there is no ideal of ,S strictly between I¡ and I¡¡j for

each j c NIrn-r.

Theorem 2.l.LL ([12], Theorem 10.12). Let S be a sem'igroup. Then the Banach algebra

!.1(S) ls arnenable i,f and onty i,f the mi,nimum ideat K(S) ex'ists, K(S) i,s an amenable group,

andS hasapri,nci,palseries ^9:l 2Iz?...?I^-t2I-.:K(.5\ suchthateachquoti,ent

I¡lI¡*r'i,s aregular Rees matrir semigtroup of theformJrlo(G,P,n), wherene N, G i.l,s an

amenøble group, and the sandw,i,ch matrir P is inuerti.ble inM"((.r(G)).

Definition 2.L.L2. The Brand,t semigroup S ouer a group G with i,nd,er setl is the semi-

group consisting of all canonical / x .I matrix units over G U {0} anð. a zero matrix O.

Writing S : {(S)¿¡ i g Ç. G1i, j e I}U {O}, where (O)l¡ is the matrix with (,k, l)-entry equal

to s if (k, ¿) : (2, j) and 0 if (k, I) + (i, j) we get

(
I bh)a

(g)¿¡'(h)H: 1

Io
if. j :7t

i+k
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Theorem 2.L.73 ([16], Theorem 7). Let S be the Brand.t sem'igroup ouer 0, group G wi.th

fini.te i,nder set I . Then {.1(S) is amenable i.f and onty i,! G i.s amenable.

For the situation in which the index set is infinite the result is false.

Theorem 2.L.L4 ([16], Theorem 12). Let S be a Brandt semigroup wi.th an i,nf,ni,te i,nder

set ouer an arbi.trary group. Then (.1(S) is not arnenable.

2.2 Amenability of !,r(S, r)

Definition 2.2.t. A wei,ght (function) ø on a semigroup,9 is a function from ^9 to the

positive reals, satisfying ø(sú) < c.r(s)ø(t) V ú, s e 
^9.

Then /1(5,ø) is the Banach space of functions / from ,S to C for which ! lf{r)lr{s) < oo,

s€,9

this sum being the norm of /, n'hich rl'e denote bV ll/11..

its <iual can be identifieci with læ(,9,ø-1), the Banach space oi functions p : 5 --+ C fbr

which s,rp{ryf!} < *, the norm of @ being this supremum.

"eb' 
ø(s) )

We defrne the convolurion of two functions f ,9 € {.1(S,u) by .f *g(s) : I ttùrl{u).'

With multiplication taken to be convolution, /1(^9, ø) becomes u Uurru"Jifiubru.

In [31] N. Gronbaek gives a complete description of amenability of (,1(G,ø), where G is

an infinite group. il(G,u) is often called a Beur:li,ng algebra. Put

0(s) :a(s)a?-\ be G).

Theorem 2.2,2 (131), Theorem 3.2), Let G be a d'isuete grlup. Then the followi,ng are

equiuaLent:
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(i) (.1(G,u) is amenable;

(ä) (.1(.G,Q) is amenable;

(ttt) there ,is a bounded, net (l p'n6òoa in {1(G,e) sati,sfying:

(ø) li¡n(l p'") - 7;
zá

I

(ø) tiylllnpu - t'illa -- o (h e G).

(i,u) there is a positiue left-i,nuariant rnean on {*(G,A-t);

(u) G i.s amenable and sup{O(g) I S e G} < oo.

Also N. Gronbaek obtained the following generaiization of [1, Theorem 2.1].

corollary 2.2.3 ([31], corollary 3.3). ff G i,s an abelian group then {.l(G,u) ,is amenable

i.f ønd, only i,f

sup{ a(ùu(s-\ I g e G} < oo.

In Theorem 2.2.2, onthe basis of the amenability criterion obtained by A. Ya. Helemskii

(see [3a]) it was proved that an algebra {.l(G,a) is amenable if and only if the group G is

amenable and the associated weight O is bounded above. As a consequence of this assertion

R.I. Grigorchuck obtained the following statement.

Theorem 2.2.4 (l2\l,Theorem 2). The algebrø{.1(G,a) 'i,s amenablei,f and. only if ttre group

G 'is arnenable and the wei,ghta i,s egui,ualent to some rnulti,pli.cati,ue character ¡ : G ---+ IRa.

Thus, up to equivalence, the only amenable Beurling algebras are those of the form

¿t(G,X), where G is an amenable group and ¡ : G * IR+ is a multiplicative cha¡acter.
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Similar remarks apply for weighted convolution semigroup algebras. In fact, most of the

previous theorems âre consequences of the following results due to J. Duncan and A.L.T.

Paterson [17]. We first introduce some notation.

[uu-t]:{reS:ru:u},

[u-'u|:{r€S:ur:u},

X(u): uS)luu-tl.

Theorem 2.2.5. Let S be a sem'igroup that contai,ns an i,nfini,te pairwi,se disjoi,nt sequence

of sets X(u"). Then(.l(S,a) i,s not arnenable for any wei,ght functi,onu.

Corollary 2.2.6. Let S be an,i.nuerse semigroup wi.th E i,nfini,te. Then Ll(S,u) is not

amenable for any weight u.

Corollary 2.2.7. Let S be a Ieft cancellati,ue semi,group wi.th identi.ty wi,th (.1(5, a) ømenable

for some wei,ght u. Then S is a group.

Corollary 2.2,8. Let S be an abeli,an sem'igroup with (.r(S,a) amenable for some wei,ght

a. Then S i,s a fini,te semi.Iatti.ce of abeli,an groups.

Theorem 2.2.9. LetS beasern'igroupwlth(.l(S,a) atnenableforsomewei,ghtu. ThenS

'is a regular sem'igroup with E fini,te.

G.H. Bsslamzadeh introduced in [18] the ll-Munn algebras, defined as follows.

Definition 2.2.70. Let Abe a unital Banach algebra, I and J be arbitary index sets,.and

P be a J x I nonzero matrix over A such that ll P ll-: sup{ ll Pi¡ ll, j Ç. J,i e I } < L

Let LM(A,P) be the vector space of all -I x ,.I matrices ,4. over ,4 such that

ll Á ll': Ð llá0, ll< *.
i€I,jeJ
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Then LM("4,P) with the product Ao B: APB, A.B e LM(A,P), and rhe ll-norm is

a Banach algebra that is called ihe (.|-Munn I x J matrix algebra ouer A with sand,wich

matrin P or, briefly, the (.1 -Munn algebra.

G.H. Esslamzadeh proved the following results for weighted semigroup algebras but for

simplicity he considered just the unweighted case.

Lemma 2.2.LL ([r8], Lemma 5.2). If S i.s a regular sem'igroup wi.th E finite, then S has

a principal series S: .9r ) ,Sz f 5g f ... f S* ) Sm+t: Ø. Moreouer for euery

k : 7,...1rn - L there are natural numbers nk)ik,. o, group Gt and, a regular I¡ x n¡, matrir

P¡ on Gf such that S¡rlS¡¡t : Mo(Gx,P¡r). AIso S*: M(G*,P*) for some I*x n*

matrir P* ouer a group G^.

Theorem 2.2.L2 ([18], Theorem 5.9). Wi,th the notat'ions of Lemma 2.2.10 the followi,ng

cond'it'ions are equ'i,ualent:

(i) (.1(S) 'is ameno,ble.

(ä) LMV.|(Gt), Pn) has an i,dentity and (.i (G¡,) i.s arnenable, k : I, ...,rn.

Definition 2.2.L3. For.a in a semigroup S, J(a) is the principal ideal of ,91a,S1 and. Jo

is the set of elements b e J(a) such that J(b) :.f(a). The inclusion among the principal

ideals induces the following order among tire equivalence classes Jo: Jo < J6 if J (") Ç J (b)

(J" < J6 if J(a) ç J(b)). Let 1(ø) denote the ideal {b e J(a) : J6 1 Jo}, i.e., I(a) :

J(o)\J,. The factors J(a)/I(a), a e S are called the princi,pal factors of. S.

Propositio n 2.2.L4. For a semi.group S , l.L (S) ls amenable i,f and, only if S ltas a pri.nei.pal

series,S:,Srl,SzfSs)... 1,Sm)Sm+l :Øandl.l(f)*amenableforeueryprinci.pal

factorT of S.
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G.H. Esslamzadeh also gave a generalization of [16, Theorem 8].

Theorem 2.2.L6. Let S be a regular sern'igroup wi,th a Jini,te nurnber of i.d.empotents.-The

followi.ng condi,ti,ons are equ'iu alent :

(i) !.1(S) 'is amenable.

(i,i,) eaery maritnal subgroup of S i,s amenable and (.1(T) Ls semi.si.mple for euery pri.nci,pal

factor T of S.

In parti,cular if (,16) is amenable, then i,t,is serruiszmple.

2.3 Amenability of (.r(05)

In this section we consider the two products I and 0 on the Stone-Cech compactification B,S

of ^9 such that (B^9, !) and (PS, 0) are semigroups. They are the topics of the monograph

[36].

N{easure algebra X[(G): Let G be a locally compact group. The measure algebra

^í(G) 
is the unitai Banach algebra of ail frnite complex regular Borei measures on G, with

the convolution product defined by

U, t' * ") 
: Ïc(lc f bÐ¿pb))dv(h), þ,u e M(G) and / e Cs(G),

where CoG) is the space of all continuous functions on G vanishing at infinity.

H. G. Dales, F. Ghahramani and A. Ya. Helemskii proved in [i1] that a measure algebra is

amenable if and only if G is a discrete and amenable group.

Recently it was proved in [i2] that amenability and weak amenability of tl(S) is related to

the amenability and weak amenability of M(PS).
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Proposition 2.3.L ([12], Lemma 11.6). Let S be a sem'igroup such that M(pÍ,!) zs

amenable. Then LL(S) 'is amenable, S ,is amenable, S has a f.ni,te group ideal, E i,s fi-

n'ite, and, each i.d,eal in S i,s regular. Further #(PS,J) is amenable.

Theorem 2.3.2 (lI2), Theorem 1I.9). Let S be a semigroup such that ¿L(PS,I) i.s an

ømenable Banach algebra. Then S is fi,nite.

Definition 2.3.3. A semigroup,S is wealely cancellat'iue if for any a,b e S, the sets {z €

S : ra: b\, {a e S : ay: b} a¡e finite.

Proposition 2,3.4 ([tZ], Proposition 11.13). Let S be a weakly cancellatiue sem'igroup.

Suppose that lV(BS,Z) is weakly amenable. Then 1.1(S) is weakly amenable.



Chapter 3

.Weak 
ameïrability of (.1(S)

3.1 Weak amenability of discrete semigroup algebras

The notion of weak amenability for commutative Banach algebras was introduced by W.

G. Bade, P. C. Cu¡tis, Jr., and H. G. Dales in [1], and in the general case in [43].

Recail that a Banach algebra Ais weakly amenable if every derivation D: A--+ A* is

inner (i.e. f r €. A* such that D(a) : o..r - r .aV a €. A).

The question whether bounded derivations ale necessalily zero has also been considered

in [28] and [29]. As the name of concept suggests, weak amenability is derived from the

stronger concept of amenability and a principal aim of the paper [1] was to exhibit cla,sses of

weakly amenable Banach algebras which are not amenable. It is noted that a commutative

Banach algebra is weakly amenable if and only if H|(A, E) :0 for each symmetric Banach

,4-module -8.

Ilom here on, the term wealtly amenable will be abbreviated to \\4. It is knor'"'n that

tt (G) is weakly amenable for all gïoups G (in fact Lt (G) is WA for all iocaily compact gïoups

2T
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G [43]). For the case {.1(G), Johnson [42] gives an explicit construction for the implementing

element of the inner derivation. Grigorchuk [26. Rema¡k f .i6] provides motivation for the

study of cohomology over semigroups.

Throughout ,S denotes a (discrete) semigroup.

Definition 3.1.1. A (generali,zed) i.nuerse of s e ,S is an element ú € ,S such that sús :

s,tst : ú. If s has an inverse it is called regular and if not si.ngular. A, completely regular

element is one for which there is t €. S, sts: s and ts: st (then úsú is an inverse for s). A

semigroup is called (cornpletely) regular if each of its elements is (completely) regular.

The completely regular elements of a semigroup are those which lie in a subgroup.

Completely regular semigroups are those which can be regarded as the disjoint unions of

their maximal subgroups.

T.D. Blackmore studied in [4] weak amenability of discrete semigroups algebras where

^9 is completely regular and commutative.

Theorem 3.1-.2 ([4], Theorem 3.6 and [33], Corollary 2.8). If S is completely regular oris

a commutat'iue un'ion of groups then (.r(S) i,s WA.

3.2 Weak amenability of (,1(5,,ø) where S is commutative

T.D. Blackmore proved that for 5 commutative, certain conditions ensure that !.r(S,u)

not WA for any weight ø. We state his results below [4].

PropositionS.Z.L. If S is cornrnutat'iue andl,l(S,u)'l,s WA for some wei,ghtu then(.1(S)

i.s WA.
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'We denote the set of singular elements by Ns.

Theorem 3.2.2. Suppose that S 'i,s a commutatiue semi,group and sati,sfies one of the fol-

Iowing:

i,) There is s € Ns such that for altú € Ns \ {"}, " 4 Stt;

i.i,) S contai,ns one singular element (only);

ä,i.) There erists non-empty M Ç Ns such that for all s,t e M, s e Slt and for all s € M

andueNs\M,s(Slu;

i,u) Tltere erists non-empty, fini,te subset M of Ns, such that i,f s € M andu e. Ns\M ttten

s Ç. Slu;

u) S has a homontorphi.c image T such that N7 * Ø i,s fi,ni.te.

Then (.l(S,a) i,s not WA Jor any wei.ght u.

Proposition 3.2.3. Let S be a comrnutat'iue sem'igroup and,T ahtomomorphic image of S.

Then !.1(T) i.s WA i.l [6) is Vî/A.

Proof. The homomorphic image of a commutative WA Banach algebra is WA. ¡

Proposition 3.2.4. Il S i,s a commutatiue, finite sem'igroup then (.1(S) ,is amenable i.f (and

only i,f ) it is WA.

Theorem 3.2.5. Let S be a sem'igroup, possi,bly wi,th zero 0. If S sati,sfi,es the condi,ti.ons

Cl to CS gi,uen below then (.1(S) ß WA.

Cl. Wheneuerlt,'utw,z €. S are such thatuu:wz*0 thenthere i,s 0,n o, e S ui,thu: o,z

and w : ua.

C2. If LLlL)1'ur)z e .9 \ {0} are such that uu :0 and uu : wz then zu :0.
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C3. If u,u e S\ {O} are suchthatu,u:u1r:0 thenthere areb andc i,n S withu:bc and

cu : ub:0.

These conditions are satisfied if ,S is a Rees matrix semigroup. Hence:

Corollary 3.2.6. If S is o, Rees rnatrix semi,group then (.t(S) i.s WA.

Also in [33] N. Gronbaek characterized the weak amenability of. Lt(S,ø) for certain

commutative semigroups, in terms of the non-existence of homomorphisms from certain

subsets of these semigroups into the semigroup (C, +) that satisfo a boundedness condition

depending on ø.

Definition 3.2.7. On a commutative semigroup ,S we d.efine the preorder s ( ú by ú € s*,S.

We define the following sets:

V(t):{sls<ú}

V(t\* :{ / € Cv(Ð | /(sr + s2) : /(.s1) +.f(sz),,cl + rs2 e y(¿) }.

Proposition 3.2.8 ([33], Proposition 4.2). Suppose that there eristt € S and / e lz(t)-\(0)

such that

,up{ -]41L I s r u : t} :0 < oo.' 'ø(s)ø(u)

Then (.1(S,a) is not WA.

Theorem 3.2.9 ([33], Theorem 4.7). Suppose that S i,s a comtrnutatiue sem,igroup and.

sati,sfies one of the following:

(a) S is a cancellatiue sem'igroup;

(b) Euerg element of S ß di,uisi,ble by some n € N, n) 2;
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(c) If u e S\(O) then (V(")l: S, where (V(")) i.s tlte subsemigroup generatedbyV(u).

Then for euery weioht u : S -* IR+, !.l(S,a) is WA i,f and onty i.f

forall¿€,9.

A consequence of these results is that if G is an abelian group then (.1(G,ø) is WA if

and only if there are no non-zero homomorphisms, þ, from G into (C, *) for which

{f ev(t).t r"o{ #b I s *z : t} <oo} : {o}

.'e{;#!:s€G}<oo.

See [33, Corollary 4.8].

In [48] it is shown that if G is an abelian group and the weight ø satisfies

ß^ '(g")'(g-") : o
n

for every 9 e G, then !.t(G,ø) is WA.

3.3 Ht(l'(S),/*(.9) )and Ht(¿t(S),/1(S) )for some classes of

semigroups

In this section we present the results obtained by S. Bowling and J. Duncan w'ho investigated

in [3] iwo notions of cohomological triviality for Banach algebras: weak amenability and

cyclic amenability.

Definition 3.3.1-. Recall that ,9 is a Cli.fford sem'igroup if it is an inr,erse semigroup with

each idempotent central (i.e. er : re for every idempotent e and every z in 5), or equiv-

alently, if it is a (strong) semilattice of groups (see [37, Chapter IV]). So we can write the
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Clifford semigroup as S: U{G": e € E } where E is the semilattice of idempotents and

each G" is a group.

B. E. Johnson and J. È. Ringrose proved in [39] that if G is a group then ]/1 ( ¿, (G), ¿t (G) ) :

{0}. An example given in [3] shows that this conclusion fails for Clifford semigroups, in

general.

We recall that a derivation D : (.1(S) --+ {*(S) is cycli,c if Ds[t] + Dú[s] : 0 for all

s,t €. [r(S). Every inner derivation is cyclic. We write H}([(S),¿-(S)) for the bounded

cyclic derivations modulo the inner derivations and we say that /1(S) is cycli,cally arnenable

if I/i( tI(s),P(s) ) : {o}.

Theorem 3.3.2 ([3]). st(tr(S),1-(S)) : {0} and H}(tt(S),/*(^9)) : {0} for any

Clifford sem'igroup S and for any Rees sem'ígroup S.

Definitiort 3.3.3. If A is a non-empty set, let us denote by F¿, the set of all non-empty finite

words aro.2...an-L in the "alphabet" ,4. A binary operation is deflned on F¡by juxtaposition:

(a1 a2... a*) (b ft2...b ^) 
: a7 0,2... amb tbz...b ^

With respeci to this operation F¡ is a semigroup, called the free sem,igroup on ,4. The set

,4, is called the generati.ng set of A.

Example 3.3.1. The bi,cgctic sem'igroupis the semigroup,Sl : (ê,p,qlpq: e),

,5i:{q*p"lrn}0,n>0}.

Tlren li (,91) is not weakly amenable [3]. It is proved that HI({.1(S1),1-(^91) ) ry /"c (N) and

H\(¿1@ù,1-(.91) ) : s.
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Let FCZ denote the free commutative semigroup on generatorsp,e and let F2 denote

the corresponding free semigroup. It is also proved that

H\ ( {.t (F c2), ¿* (F c 2) ), H}( (t @ c2), ¿* (F c 2) ) - l- (N).

The result clearly extends to any finite generators. In fact, for a semigroup ^9 of a

countable number of generators, the Hl({.t (s),1*(s)) is always isomorphic to /-(N). The

situation is similar for the non-commutative case but the argument is more difficult.

Theorem 3.3.4. Ht (¿t (F2),¿*(F2) ) - /-(N), Hj,(¿t (F2), p (F2)) : 0 [30].

Theorem 3.3.5. i) Let,9 : U{ G" : e e El be a clifford sem,igroup wi.th i.denti.ty r and

suppose that eGt: G" for euery e e E. Then Ht({.t6),/1(S¡¡ :6.

i.i,) Let ^9: U{ G"; e e E} be a Cffiord sem,igroup with E finite. Then Ht(¿r(S),¿t(S)) :

0.

S. Bowling and J. Duncan showed that H|((,1(S),11(S)) :0 for the bicyclic semigroup,

the free commutative semigroup on two generators and the free semigroup on two generators,

i.e.

Theorem 3.3.6. H|((.161),F(Sr)) : Hr(tr(FC2),tL(FC2)) : Hr(¿1(F2),tr(F2),\ :

0.
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Approximate amenability of (}(S)

4.L Approximate amenability of a Banach algebra

Based on the cha¡acterizations of amenability of a Banach algebra, F. Ghah¡amani, R.J.

Loy and Y. Zhang have introduced several new notions of amenability. In particular, by

dropping the requirement that aforementioned, nets a¡e bounded, definitions of approri,mate

and. pseud,o-amenabi,Iity were given 120, 22,21]. The corresponding class of Banach algebras

is larger than that of the amenable algebras.

Definition 4.L.1. Let A be a Banach algebra and let E be a Banach ,4.-bimodule. A

continuous derivation D : A --+ E is approxi,mately inner if. there is a net {o in E such that

D(a):limadç,(a) (a e A),

where the limit is taken with respect to the norm topology on E. When .Ð is a dual module,

D is wealc+-approrirnately inner if the net converges with respect to the weak*-topology-.

Definition 4.7.2. Let A be a Banach algebra.

28
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(i) ,4 is approtimately arnenable if, for each Banach ,A-bimodule .8, every derivation D :

A -. E* is approximately inner.

(ii) ,4 is approrimately contracti,ble if, for each Banach ,A-bimodule E, every delivation

D : A --+ -Ð is approximately inner.

The qualifier sequenti,al prefixed to the above definitions specifies that there is a sequence

of inner derivations approximating each given derivation. Similarly, the qualifier weak*

preflxed to the definit ion of approximate amenability specifies that the convergence is in

the weak* topology over .E*. Moreover, if the implementing net adç can be chosen to be

bounded in an approximately amenable (contractible) Banach algebra, we call it boundedly

approrimately amenable ( contractible).

Of course, each amenable Banach algebra is approximately amenable. Some approximately

amenable Banach algebras which are not amenable are constructed in [20] and [23].

Definition 4.7..3. Let á be a Banach algebra. Ais weakly approrimately amenable if every

derivaiion D ; A --r.ri* is approximateiy inner, where ¿* cienotes the ciuai space of Á wiih

natural .A-bimodule action.

Definition 4.L.4. A Banach algebra A is pseudo-amenable if there is a net (u") e AØ A

called an approrimate di,agonal for A, such that lim(ø' uo - uoa): 0 and Iimr(uo)a-: a

foreach a€4.

Ail the notions of approximate amenability concern with the question of whether every

derivation D : A --+ E* is approximately inner.

'We know that when G is a locaily compact group, amenability, approximate amenabilit¡

and pseudo-amenability coincide for the group algebra f,r(G) [20,221.
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The Beurling algebra: Recall that a weight a ort a.Iocally compa,ct gïoì-ip G is a

continuous function a: G -+ (0,oo) satisfying u(xy) <a(r)a(y), (r,A e G). For a locally

compact gïoup G and a weight a on G, Ll(a¡ : LL(G,a) is a Banach algebra under

convolution, called tbe Beurling algebra corresponding to ø. The weight u is symrnetric if.

u(s):rþ-t) ØeG).

For any weight a, its symmetrization is the weight defined by

r¿(s) : r(ùrþ-L) (s e G).

The following is essentially in [31].

Theorem 4.7.5. Let G be a locally compact group, a a wei,ght on G wi.th a(e) : I. The

followi,ng are equ'iaalent:

(i,) LI(u) i,s amenable;

/.'\ î1/^\(¿i) L'(í¿) 'is amenable;

(äi) G 'is amenable and Q i.s bounded.

Recently F. Ghahramani, R.J. Loy and Y. Zhang proved in [21] that the Theorem 4.1.5

is still true without condition u(e) : i. They also gar,e a direct proof of (iii) + (i) bV

constructing a diagonal for .[1(ø).

\[re can say more in the special case G : Z. Let u be a weight onZ such that ø(0) : 1.

Let
.oo

tl(u¡ : {a : (a(n) | n e v,)' ! I o(") | ø(n) < oo }.
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Then 1.1(a) is a commutative Banach algebra rvith respect to convolution multiplication

.å
(a x b)(n) : )' a(tz- È)b(k) (n e Z),

and the norm

ll o ll: i lo{,,) lr{r,) (ae.'1(a)).

An algebra of this type is a Beurli.ng algebra on Z.

Theorem 4.1.6 ([1], Theorem 2.2). Leta be awei,ght sequence onZ suchthat

a(n)a(-n) 
^ O

n

as n --+ æ. Then the Beurli.ng algebra LL(a) l,s weakly amenable.

Theorem 4.L.7 ([Il, Theorem 2.3). Let u be a wei,ght sequence onZ such that

. a(m*n\ . 1+ ln I'"ptffitffi):rn,neZ\
i,s fini,te. Then the Beurling algebra (.1(u) i.s not ueakly amenable.

Theorem 4.1.8 ([1j). Letao(n): (1+ l"l)" (neZ),a ) 0.

(i,) If a:0, then tl(r.) 'is arnenable.

(ä) If a ) 0, then (.l(.".,') is not amenable.

(ä,¿) ï Q ( a ( If 2, then [(r.) i,s uealcly amenable.

(i.u) If a 2112, then 1.1(a) i.s not wealcly amenable.

Theorem 4.1-.9 ([21], Corollary 8.5). The Beurli,ng algebras {.1(Z,u), a(n): (1+ In l)"

wi,th a ) 0, are not sequentially approri,mately amenable.

Proposition 4.1.10 ([21], Proposition 8.1). Suppose the weight u i,s bounded away from 0,

and, that LI(G) i.s approrimately amenabte. Th.en G i,s arnenable.
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It is conjectured in [21] that tr1(ø) rvill fail to be approximately amenable whenerer

Q -' oo and a weaker result is proved. Suppose that G is a locally compact group, ø a

continuous weight on G. Define

a(r):lim-inf +P (r e G).r-æ A\r)

Theorem 4.L,tt ([21], Theorem 8.4). Let u be a wei,ght function on G.

(1) Suppose th.at there'is a net (ro) C G such thatlimro : æ and (a(r;1)a(ro)) i.s bounded.

Then LL(a) i,s boundedly approtimately contractible i,f and, only i.f i.t i.s arnenable;

(2) Suppose thl't ]H,t@-t)a(r) : co. Then Lt(a) is not bound,ed,ly approrirnately

amenable.

I\{. Lashkarizadeh Bami and H. Samea studied in [a7] the approximate amenability of

the discrete semigroup algebras /1(^9) for lefi cancellative semigroups ,S. It is shown ihat

a left cancellative semígroup ,S ( not necessarily with identity ) is teft amenable whenever

the Banach algebra 11(.9) is approximately amenable. The converse is not true. As a conse-

quence it is proved that if ,9 is a ûnite semigroup and /1(,5) is approximately amenable, then

^9 
is amenable. Also for finite-dimensional Banach algebras 1,, approximate amenability and

amenability are equivalent. Therefore, for a finite semigroup ,S. approximate amenability

and amenability of 1.1(S) are equivalent.

Corollary 4.L.LZ ([47], Corollary 1.11). Let S be a Brandt sem'i,group ouer an amenable

group G with infini,te'inder set. Then 1.1(S) i,s approúmately amenable but not amenable.

Tlre Corolla¡y 4.I.I2 shows that in general the approximate amenability of a semigroup
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algebra is not equivalent to its amenability.

In [7] ll-convolution algebras of totally ordered sets a¡e studied.

Let ¡1' be a non-empty, totally ordered set, and regard it as a semigroup by defrning the

product of two elements to be their maximum. The resulting semigroup which is denoted

by Âu, is a semilattice. For every ú € r\.y denote the point mass concentrated at tby e¿.

The definition of multiplication in 11(Á.y) ensures that ere¿: emat(s,t) for all s and ú.

Theorem 4.t.L3 ([7], Theorem 6.1). LetT be any totally ordered set. Then (,t(Ty) ls

boundedly approrimatelg contracti,ble.

Theorem 4.t,14 ([7], Theorem 6.4). Let lt be an uncountable well-ordered, set. TÌtett

l'(ltr) 'is not seguenti.ally approtimately amenable.

While sequential approximate amenability implies bounded approximate amenability,

the converse is false from the previous two theo¡ems.

Other examples of semigroup algebras of the form /1(,9) that are approximately amenable

but not amenable are given in [12].

Example 4.L.1. Let ,9 be the semigroup A{ with product Tnn : min{m,n} and take

An: Z1(S) wittr convolution product. Because.4¡ is abelian and E(S) :5 according

to Theorem 2.i.8 (i),,4.¡ is weakly amenable but not amenable [17, Theorem 2]. It is

sequentially approximately amenable from Theorem 4.L.I4. See also [21, Example 4.6].
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4.2 Amenability of bicyclic and partially bicyclic semigroups

It is known that if Z1(S) is approximately amenable, then ^9 must be a regular amenable

semigroup [21]. In section 4.4we will show that the converse is not true by examining the

bicyclical semigroup ,Sr. We prove that [(St) is not approximately amenable.

In this section, we reveal the class of partially bicyclic semigroups. We have already defined

the bicycli,c semigroup in Section 3.3. It is the semigroup generated by a unit e and two

more elements p and q subject to the relation pq: e. We denote it by

^9r 
: ( e,p,q I pq: e).

Many of its properties can be found in [5, $2.7].

The semigroup generated by a unit e and three more elements a,b and c subject to the

relations øb: ac: e is denoted by

^92 
: (e,a,b,cl ab= e,ac: e);

and ilie seniigrt-ru¡r geuerated by a unit e anci iour eÌemenis a,b,c,d subjeci io the reiations

ac : bd,: e is denoted by

Sr,r :. (e, a,b, c, d I ac : e,bd : e) .

52 and ,Si,r will be called parti,aily bi,cycli,c sem,igroups.

J. Duncan and I. Namioka showed in [t6] that ,S1 is an amenable semigroup by studying

the maximal group homomorphic image of ,S1. In [45] A.T.-M. Lau and Y. Zhang shorved

the same result directly by constructing a lefi and right invariant mean on /-(^91) and also

proved that the pariially bicyclic semigroups 5z and S1,r are not left amenable and ,52 is

right amenable.
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Because of the recent interest in approximate amenability, w-e shalt give attention to this

case.

Theorem 4,2.L (l2Il, Theorem 9.2). Let S be a sem'igroup such tltat (.1(S) ls approrimatelg

o.menable. Then:

i,) S is regular;

ä,) S is amenable.

Since the partially bicyclic semigroups ,S2 and ,91,1 are not amenable, the Banach algebras

1.1(Sz) and 11(51,1) are not approximately amenable according to the previous theorem. In

this chapter we will also give a direct proof of the fact that lL(52) is not approximately

amenable.

4.3 A characteúzation of approximate amenability of a Ba-

nach algebra

The following theorem contains a list of conditions relating approximate amenability, ap-

proximate contractibility, pseudo-amenability, and the eristence of certain diagonal-type

nets.

Theorem 4.3.L. (1) For a Banaclt algebra A the follow'ing statements are equ'iualent:

(i,) A i,s approxi.mately amenable;

(i,ù A i,s approrimately contracti.ble;

(¿ä) A 'is weak* -approrimately amenable;



(iu) the unitization A+ of A'is pseudo-amenable;

(u) the unitization A# of A is approxi,rnatelg arnenable;

(ui,) there are nets (ms) in A6A and (/.1), (S¡) dn A sucÍ¿ that for each a e A,

(o) o. 'rL^ -,m^. ù* fsØ a - a89.1 * 0,

(b) 
"f x'-+ a, g^a -+ 0,, l'nd

(c) r(rn¡) - /.r - 9.r --+ 0.

(2) If A has a bounded approrimate identi.ty, then A i,s approrimatelg amenable i,f and onty

i.f A i,s pseudo-arnenable.

In part (f), the equivalence of statements (i), (ii) and (iii) is [21, Theorem 2.1], the

equivalence of statements (i) and (v) is [20, Proposition 2.4], while the equivalence of con-

ditions (ii), (iv), and (vi).is [20, Proposition 2.6].

Part (2) of Theorem 4.3.1 is [22, Proposition 3.2].

Also there is another characterization for approximate amenability of a Banach algebra:

Proposition 4.3.2 ([13], Proposition 2.1). Let A be a Banach algebra. Then A'is appror-

i,møtely amenable i,t and only if, for each e ) 0 and each fi,ni,te subset S of A, there etist

F e AØ A andu,u € A such that zr(tr'): u*u and, for each a e S:

0 ll o. F - F. a+ uØ a- a8u ll< e;

(tt) ll a - au ll< e and ll a - ua ll< e.

We give a characterization for a the Banach algebras ,4 to be approximately amenable.
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Proposition 4.3.3. A Banach algebra A is approri.mately amenable if and only i,f the

mappi.ng D : A ------ A#6A# def,ned ba D(.a\ : 0.Øe- eØ a (.a e A) 'is aÞprotimately i.nner

as a deriuation'into ker(a) where A# i,s the uni,ti,zati,on of A and e i.s the i,dentity of A#.

Proof.

One implication is straightforward since ker(zr) is an A-bimodule, therefore D is approx-

imately inner.

Conversely, suppose that the derivation D : A --+ ker(zr') is approximately inner.

Thenf {"e ker(r) suchthat D(a):lim(ø.€"-€".4). Hence

limø.(eØe- €") -("øe-€") 'a:0. Letuo:eØe-Êa.
d'æco

We have rhar r'(zo) : e. üIe wrfte uo :ÐoLø ó! where I ttrlllllalll < oo.

i:l i:1
Let us consider any derivation A : A# -- X and the mapping 1þ | A#AA# -+ X where X

is a unital .A#-bimodule and

'þ(aØ 
b) : øA(b)'

!v. e pro.re that Â is approrirnatel;' !¡1¡1sr. p..t

a' ú(u*) : "o(î a'* ø b',): 
" Ë a',L(b'.)

i:7 i=7
co oo

: f aa!a(ål) : lú@aiøo'")
i:I i=I

:Iþ(a.uo) : rþ(o'u" - ue. a) * tþ(u".a).

,þ(uo .o) : l/(Ë a'* ø b'^a): i o;O1O;o;
;_1 .'_t

: i{ohu;o(a) + øia(ah) .o) : tr(u*)L(a) + {(u,) .a
i:7

: À(¿) + tþ(u") .a.
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Combining these identities, we obtain:

a.út(u") : tþ(a.1tra -'ua. ø) + Â(a) i tþ(u") . a

and

A(a) : lim(a. ,þ(u") - tþ(u") .").

Thus A is approximately inner, therefore Á# is approximately contractible and so ,4 is

approximately amenable using the previous theorem. n

We can also give a shorter proof using Theorem 4.3.i. if D is approximately inner then

I €o C ker(n') such that D(a) : lim (a .€o - €o.a), a e .4. Then

..li$a(e ø e - {") - (e I e - (o)a : o.

Takeuo:: e8 e-€o.Then lim(ø.11d-uo.a):0 and r(uo): e. Therefore A# is

pseudo-amenable and by Theorem 4.3.1 the Banach algebra L is approximately amenable.

Proposition 4.3.4. Let S be a sem,igroup with generating set E.

Then {.1(S) 'is arnenable(respecti,uely wealely arnenable) i.f and. only if for euery coní,inu-

ous d,eriaati.on D : tt(S) --+ X* (respectiuely D : l1(S) - ¿*(S)) there eri,sts (,in X*

(respecti,uelA ¿*6)) suclt that D(6,): ô,.€ - €'d" for euery s e E.

Proof.

" +" is trivial.

" ê": 5 : (E). For each s €,9 let l(s):r¡¡1tr1rr: s is a product of n elements of E).

We plove D(ôs) : ô, .€ - {.ô, for all s e ^9 by incluction on n.
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suppose that v s € ^9 with ¿(r) ( n, D(6r): d, .€ - €.ô,.

Lett€ S,I(t\:'tL* 1. We canwrite t: sr where ¿(s) ( n. re-Ð. Then

D(6t) : D(ô'ó') : D(6')' 6, + 6,' D(6,)

: (ô" .€ - 6.ô,) .ô, + 6" . (6, .€ _ €.ô")

: õr'6, '€ - € '6r'6,: ôr '€ - Ê'6t.

BylinearityandcontinuityofDwethenhaveD(/) :Í.Ë-Ê.fVfel.r(S),whichmeans

that (.1(,5) is amenable.

Proposition 4.3.5. Let S be a sern'igroup with generati,ng set E. Then (.t(S) i.s boundedly

approrimately arnenable if and onlg i.f for euery cont'inuous deriuatzon D | (.r(S) ------+ X*

there i,s a net ((¿) 'in X* such that ad,qu i,s bounded and D(6r) : lim(ó, .€¿ - €¿ 
. 6r) for eaery

s€8.

Proof.

t'+" is clear, so we only need to prove

is bounded by a constant II > 0. For /

lþtc^6s^ such that

"+". Let D¿ : ad,¿u. From irypothesis ll D¿ ll

e (.1(S) and e ) 0, there exists a finite sum

ll /-Iøó," ll<----l-n:t . tllDll+ rvr'

D,(i cnõ,.) -- D (i cnõ,,).
n:1

Hence there is i¡ such that for all i, ) i,s,

n:7

tn

ll Pu(Ð c,6,*) - r(tc"ô"") ll<
n:7 n=1

r+llDll+tur
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So for i, ) is,

ll o¿ff) - D(f) ll:ll no(icn6,.) + D¿ff -iut,.)- D(/) ll

sll D,(Ð,cn6,.) - D(Í) ll + ll p¿ llll / - iuù^ ll

n:L n:I

.¡¡ zl,(Ë cn6,,) - D(icnõ,^)ll + ¡¡ l1f e,6,*) - Dff) ll
n:7 n:l n:\

tA,[ €
'"'1+lloll+nr

= ,*¡zírf* ø+ ll D tt n¡zifrm + M 
r +ÉF+ ttr

Therefore

IinrD¿(/) : DU) (l € (.1(S)).

4.4 Approximate â-menabilit;' of /-t (-Çt), Ë/here -Ç, is the .bi-

cyclic semigroup

We consider the problem of approximate amenability for l1(.9) where .9 is the bicyclic

semigroup. Wê have the following result:

Theorem 4.4.L. The Banach algebra l'(St) ,is not approrimately amenable

Proof. In the proof we will use 
^9 to denote ,Sr. Let n : (.1(S x ^9) --+ (.r(S) be the product

mapping. Consider the derivation D : /1(S) -* ker(zr) defrned b¡'

!

D(f): rØ6"-6"Ør U ett6)).
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If !.t 6) is approximateiy amenable, then by Proposition 4.3.3 there exists a net ({,) C ker(a-)

such that DU):lip(/. €,.- &.Ð, f € {}6). Let (¿:Ðr'*,n6^,a , where c,*,,-safisfy
tu,fl

Ð C^,r: 0 for each ú € ,S, and \l "h,,l< co.
nl,n:t ñ,tu

Then for every u € ,9, we have :

õu," - 6",u: lit-" Ð c1*,n(6u ,n - 6^,nu): Iim Ð( Ð "L,,- t c1*,n)õ^,n.
rníL m,n yþ:7n ku--n

The convergence

Ifu€S,uf

Takingu-pwe

(*)

m topology of /1(^9 x S).

implies

is in

e, the

{
have

the nor

above

limc1","*cio,":l

IrF"ln,o - c'",": -I

Taking u- qwe have:

limc'"," - "T,p: 
7

limcx","*cx",no:I

We prove that lim 4..:1.In the relation (x) take ¿: q and let'i

| :{(m,n) e ,9x S:rn:e'*r,fl:pr,r )1,r€N}.

(4.1)

(4.2)

(4.3)

(4.4)

hmf "'k,"-Ðc'u7,:Ii 
uk:u lcu=e

li-f "'n,u-Ð"!",r:-li uk:" leu=u

lrli¡" I lD "L,,- t "'^¡,1:0" (m,n)1fu,e),(e,u)luk=m ku:n I

Then

f q { (rn, n) e S x S : (m,n) f (q,e),(e,q)}.
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So

ltf tIf .1,,-f ci*,t,1:0.
(rn,n)e f qk:m kq:,

If qk : qt*i then lî: e', and if kq: p' then k : p'+7.Hence

li¡rrË | 
"'n ,r. - cln,+r,r,+,l: o,

r:1

and therefore

e
liqn\(ci,,r, - c'n +r,r,+,) :0.

r:1

n"t i{"h ,pr - cqr.t7,p,+r) : ci,o ( since the series I I "'*,*l converges which implies
r:7 ffi,fl

]9 
"n-*',o"+' 

:0)'

Therefore, li;nc'n,r:0. So, using relation (a.2) we have that

limQ.":1.,1 ,

In the relation (x) take ¿: q and let

f : t (-, n) e S x S : m : q¿+'f ,n: q'pl : r ) 1, l) I,r,/ e N].

Then

f Ç i (s,¿) € S x,9 : (s, t) * (p,e),(e,p)j

and

Iim I lÐéu,"-Ick,xl:o.
(m,n)el qk--m kq:n

If. qk: ql+7p' then k : QIp',and if kp: q'pl then k : q'pt+7. Hence

IiInI Ðl "i,o,,ur, - in,*,r,,n pr+r l: o,

I>7 r>7
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and so

n - liÍnI !{";,o' ,q,pr - cTr+rpr,qr.pr+r) : lif L"'nr,,n"r.u - 
r>1 r>1 r)1

Therefore,

li¡nI cir',n'o:o'
r>1

In the relation (*) take u: qp and let

(4.5)

f : { (m, n) e S x S : m : qp'+7,fl : Q',r ) 7,r € N}.

Then

f C { (s,ú) € S x,9. (s, t) * (qp,"),(e,qp)}.

If qpk: qp'+I then k - p' or k: qp'*\,r ) 1. AIso kqp: q'

does not have any solutions lc for r ) 1. Therefore,

tipÐ | c'r,,n, i cir,+,.n l: o.

r)1

But since Ð.0^,n:0, "'","+ÐCe,ß,:0 and so lim|_0o,",: -1. So

iinÐ cio,+t,n,: i. (4.6)
r)l

In the relation (*) take u: qp and let

f : {(-,n) e,S x S : m : p',fl: q'*7p,r ) I,r e N}.

Then

f q { (s,ú) € S x 
^9, 

(s, t) I hp,e), (e,qp)}.

The equation qpk : P' ,r ) 1 does not have any solutions. If. kqp - Or+t,p then

k: e' or k : q'+lp.Hence

ï" Ð | ¿r" ,n, * i¿0, ,n,+ro l: o.
r)1



So arguing as before, we have

hm )- ci, ^"+t^: 7.
i ?1 n'' n

Also we have that 

^Ðrrd*,n:O, 
so we get

^i - 
"1",rr+ 

c1n,ri-Ð"Tr.*r,n +lfr,,n *ro + I cinr.,n.r:0.uqp'e ' 
r)I r>r r)1

'We have also that limc'n',": Iimc'",n, : limclo,r: 0 by (4.I), (4.2) and, (a.\.

So using relations (a.6) and (a.7),

lim\- ^¿ ô
";" LuqPl'qrq - -L

r)1

which is a contradiction with relation (4.5).

Therefore, l1(S) is not approximately amenable.

!

Since we couldn't answer to the problem if /1(,91) is or not approximately weakly

amenable we wander this fact.

44

(4.7)
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App*ndix

We know from Theorem 4.2.7 that (.1(^92) is not approximately amenable since ,92 is not

amenable, but the proof is not strightforward. In this Appendix we wiÌl give a direct proof

to this result.

Let ,S2 be the partially bicyclic semigroup. Sz : (€,p,1)0,ut I puo : p,t)r : e ) and

consider the free semigroup of three generators F : (e1.u¡),ut) . An element of ,g2 has the

form rp', n € F, r € N. Consider the set Ap: {ao,u1}. We make the convention that

every element to the power zero is the identity e.

Denotel(r) thelengthof theelement reF (i.e. example:L:u?u|ur hasthelength6and

we write I(r) :6, l(e) : g¡.

The following three claims are true for pa.rtially bicyclic semigroup ,S2.

Claim L rp' # e,Y r ) l, r € F.

Proof. Suppose by contradiction that zpr

r : 'ur V u e Ao. This implies that ø[

contradiction.

e. Multiplying to the right with 'rrr we get

ui. If. r : 1 we have uo : I)t which is a

If. r > 2 in the relation ul : uT multiply to the lefi v,-ith p,-1 we get us : lrl which

contradiction. Therefore, rp' + e,Vr ) !, r e F.

Clairn 2 Let irreducible c, þ e Sz,aþ:e. Then a -p'for some r €N and þ e F.

rsa

¡
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Proof. a, 13 e Sz+ a: tp',þ:Ap'for some r,ú € lN and r, A € F

aþ:e+rp'ypt-e

Supposeú)1.Then

xp'apt - zpt

for some z € F,s ) 1. Therefore, zp": e which is a contradiction with Claim 1.

Hence

L_U

B:yÇF

a0: xp'A - e

cIfI(y):7):c-e+d:p'.

cIf I(y) < r =+ rp'a - rpr-I(v¡: e which is a contrad.iction with Claim 1 since r-t(g) > 7.

efiI(y) ) r in therelation rp'A - e+ z:eforsome z e F,l(z)) 1. Inthe relation

z: e we multiply to the left with p¿þ) and we get ,i(") : e which is a contradiction with

Claim 1.

Claim SLet r,A € F such that there exists u e Ap, ru:Au.Then r: g.

Proof . For suppose that u I g. If l(x) * l(A) then for sure we have contradiction with Claim

1 by multiplying with some pmu{l(ø),1(v)}+1 to the lefb getting ,lt(x)-t(ùl: e. Therefore,

t(x) : ¡çr¡.

Then there exist 0 <n<I(r),n € N such that multiplyingru:yu withpn to the left we
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get uoz: utz for some z € .F.

But uO,Sz fiqSz: Ø. Hence we have a contradiction. n

The following six results are true for 52 : (€,p,uy,q I puy : pV : e).

¡' : ( e)'t)o)'t)I), Ap : {ro,rr}, V a,0 e Sz, a0 : e and V u e Ar.

Lemma 1{k luspk:u¡prr} E {a}U{upalueAr}.

Proof. For, suppose that u6pk: a¡pd,has the solution k: rpt for some r € F and ú e N.

Ilom Claim 2, e.: pr for some r € NI.

ugpk: uopa ë uoPrpt : rop'*t ë prpt : p'+r (1)

o If l(z):0then ptlr :p'*1 + ú: r (otherwisemultiplyingtotheright withu*in{'+1'¿+1}

we get contradiction with Claim 1). So, t: r è k : p' : a. è k: a.

o Suppose l(x) :1. Then pt : p'i7. Therefore by the same argument ú: r* 1 which

implies that

L-"rpr+l:upe

¡ Suppose I(r) > 2. Then in the relation (I), Apt : p'*7,t(ù >I,g € F,A: pr. In the

relation Apt - p'+1 multiply to the lelt with OI(u) u¡¡¿ we get Ot - ,I(v)+rat. By the same

argument t : I(ù* r t 1. But from (1) pxpt : p'*7 + p¡pl(a)+'+r : p'*t è prpl(u) : u.

Therefore OrI(a): e which is acontradictionby Claim l since I(ù> 1. n

Lemma 2 For each lt e 52, kup # p and upk + aVu e Ar.

Proof. For suppose, that there exists k € ^92 such that k - rp' (r e F and r € lV) then

kup: B + rp'up: B. We showed in Claim 2 that þ e F.
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Multiplying to the left with 'pt(ß) y¡¿ g¿¡

Ot(Ê)rOrrp:eèzp:e

for some z e F. But this is a contradiction v,'ith Claim 1.

Therefore, krp I þ Y u e Ar.

For the second equation suppose that upk - s ) upk : p', r € N since a : p' by

Claim 2. Let consider the solution k: rpt, r Ç F, ¿ € N.

uprpt - 'p' (2)

r If l(r) : 0 then the relation (2) e upt+I : p". Multiplying to the ieft with p w.e get

pt+t - p'*1 + t: r. So the relation (Z) <+ uppt : pt + up: e which is a contradiction

with Claim 1.

o If l(z) : 1 then the relation (2) becomes upt = p' + pt : p'i7 + t : r *1 (otherwise

.,.^ L^.,^ ^^-+-^Ji^l:^- ,,.:+L rìl^i- 1 ^i-^^ ;f --^ -,,t+:^1,, 
+^ +L^ -:-L+ -.:+L ",min{t,r+lì -,,^ ñ^+vvç uGvc LurlulautLÙrull vvrulr ulGlrlr I ¡frrLc r1 wç utuILlP¡J uu u¡Iç ¡IË;uu wrLII u - 

J wç 6çL

pt : efor some s > 1). So the relation (2) + apr+l : p' + up : ewhich is a contradiction

with Claim 1.

e If l(r) ) 2 then the relation (Z) + uypt : p' ,I(A) > 1. Nlultiplying to the left with pl+¿(s)

wegetthatuypt-p'#rt-rr+t(u)+l <+f:r*1*l(y) (otherwisewehavecontradiction

by the same argument). So, uypt : p' ë uApr+l+t(ù : p' ë uypt+t1v¡ : e which is a

contradiction with Claim 1.

Therefore upk * aVu € Ar.

Lemma 3 {,k I kup : Êrp} : {[3, /rp]

n
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Proof. For suppose, that k - frp' for some r e F and r € N is a solution of the equation

kup: Bap.

rp'ap: ßup (3)

If we multiply relation (3) with some ?r € A, to the right we get

rp'u: Bu (4).

¿If.r:0 then the relation (4) becomes ru: þu+ r- B by Claim 3.

o If r ) 1 then (4) <+ rpr-7 - Bu. Multiplying to the right u'ith o'-1 we get *: þr,

Hence rp' : þu'p'. So from (3) pu'p'up : þup. I4uttiplying with p¿(É) to the left deduce

that urpr : up ë ur-trr-r : e. If r ) 2 we have contradiction with Claim 1.

So r : 1. Thereforê, k : pup. Weproved that { k lkup : Pup} : {[3,þrp]. n

Lemma 4 For each r € NI*, {k I ku : þp' } : {\p'+L }.

Proof. For suppose k--rpt forsome r e F and úe N is asolution of.ku: þp,,

rPtu : B'P' (5)

o If I(x) : I(P) then in the relation (5) multiplying to the left with pr(c) we get ptu : p' .

If ú:0 then u - pr ë p'*r : e (muttiply withp to the left). This is a contradiction with

Claim l.

Hence tt !. ptu - p' #pt'7 :p'et-I:r €)ú: r*1. Thereforerelation (5) becomes

rp'l7u:0p'+xp': Pp'+r: 13 =àk: l3p': þp'+1 èk: /Jp'+'.

o If l(z) > l(P) then we multiply relation (5) to the left v¡ith pI(Þ) ¿n¿ we get

ap'u : p' (6)
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for some y € F, t(ù > I.

rf t : 0 then gptu : p' ë au : p' ë !¿r*r - e ( the last equaiity is obtained multiplying

the previous one to the right with ur). So, grzr*1 : e which is a contradiction. ( we get

ot(v)+r+l: e which is a contradiction with Claim 1).

Hence t > I. Therefore, Uptu : p, e Apt-r : pr. N4ultiplying wiih pl(v) to the left we

getpt-l - or+I({ ët-r: r+t(ù {à ú: r+r+t(y). so the reration (6) becomes

yrl+r+I(v)r-p'êup'+¿(u)-ptrërrl(ù:ewhichisacontradictionwithClaimlsince

t(a) > 1.

ø If I(r) < I(P) then we multiply relation (b) with ,I(r) ¡s the left an{ we get

ptu : yp' (7)

for some A e F, I(a) > I.

Multiplying the relation (7) with ,t(u) ¡s the left we get ,t(u)+t, - p, ë ,t+t(y)-l' - pr ë

t + I(y) - I : r + l(a) : r 11 - ú. But t(ù 21. Therefore

r*I-t)I

In the relation (7) we have that ptu : ap'. If c : 0 from (7) we have that u : up,.

Multiplying with p to the left we get e : zpr forsome z € F. But r ) 1 and so we have a

contradiction with Claim 1.

rf t > 1 the relation (7) imply that ,pt-t : yp, .Multiplying with r.,r-1 to the right we get

e-'apr-t+l. This is acontradictionwithclaim l sinceweproved that r+1-ú> 1. tr

Lemma 5 i) {k lpk :p} Ç {e}U{rp I u e Ao};

ii) {k I ku : u}: {"} U{rp}.
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Proof. i) Suppose k : rpt, (r e F,ú € N) is a solution of equation çtlc : p. Then

P:LPT : P

o If l(r):0 then ú: 0 and k : e

o If l@) : 1 then t : 1 and k : up

orf I(r) ) 2 then apt:p,aeF,t(ù> 1. Then apt-r - e whichis acontradictionwith

Claim 1. (If ú:0 we havey:p+pL(a)+t:e which is acontradiction with Claim l and

if t : I we have A : e + rt(a) :e which cont¡adict Ciaim 1.

ii) we want to prove that {k I ku : u} : {e}U{rp}.

Suppose k : rpt, (r € F;t € N) is a solution of equation kz : u. Then

rPtu : t)

c If ú: 0 and l(z) :0 then k: e.

If I@): 1 then multiplying with p to the left se get u : e which is a contradiction with

Ciaim i.

If l(r) ) 2 then multiplying to the left with pt(r)+r we get pt(,) : e which is a contrad.iction

'¿'ith Claim 1.

oIfú:lthenr:u+lt,:up

o If ú I 2 then rpt-r -u. Multiplying with p to the left we get ypt-r:¿for some A € F

whichis acontradictionwith Claim l sinceú-1> 1. n

Lemma 6 {(^,n) e 52 x 52 | mn: up} Ç {(upa,0),(ra,þp),(a,þrp)}

Proof . We want to show that the only decomposition of zp is ap : upe - eup - uep.
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For, suppose that

up: rpt (8)

z€f',úeN

If I@):0 and ú:0 we haveup: e which is a contradiction with Claim l.

If l(r) : 0 and ú ) 1 then up : pt. Multiplying with p to the left we have p - pt+r * pt : e

which is a contradiction with Claim 1.

If l(r) I 1 and ú : 0 we have up: ø. Multiplying with p¿(ø) to the lefi we get pt(") : 
"

which is a contradiction with Claim 1.

If I(x) 2 I and t ) I , multiplying relation (8) with u to rhe right we get

u : xpt-r (g).

if ú : 1 we have u : r andhence up : up.

If.t> 2 multiply the relation (9) with ut-L to the right and we get ut : x.

Intherelation (8) fromthebeginningwehaveup:,utpt,t>2. Thisimply ut-7pt-7 -e
which is a contr. with Claim 1 since ¿ - 1 > i. !

We summarize the previous six lemmas in the following Proposition:

Proposition Let ,52 be the partiall¡z bicyclic semigroup. Denote Ap : {uo,ul,lArl : 2.

The following six conditions are fulfilled for every a,þ e Sz, aþ: e,V u € Ao i

(i) { k I uspk : uopcl} Ç {o} u {upa I u e Ar);

(ii) For each lc e S, kup t' B and upk I a;

(iii) { k I kup -- prp} : {þ, þup};

(iv) For each r € N*, { klku: þp'}: {þp'+');

(") {e lpL:p} ç {e} u{ uplu e Ao}; {klku: u}: { e}u{up};
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For each k e S, kp I e and uk f e;

(vi) { (nz, n) | mn : up} C {(upa, þ), (ro, þp), (o, þrp) I aþ : e}.

then the semigroup algebra (.1(Sz) is not approximately amenable.

Based on the proof of non-approximate amenability of l1(S) where 5 is the bicyclic

semigroup we will try to prove similarly that lt(Sz) is not approximately amenable.

Theorem The Banach algebra 11(,92) is not approximately amenable.

Proof.

Note: In the proof when we are using conditions (i)-(vi) are in fact conditions from the

above proposition.

Let z': (.r(S x S) -* /1(S) be the product mapping, consider the derivation

D : Lt(S) -* ker(r) defined by

D(Ð: Í ø6"- õ"Ø Í (/ €/1(S)).

If (.1(S) isapproximatelyanenable,thenthereexistsanet({¿) cker(n) suchthat D(f):

tir"(/. €¿ - €¿. f), f e (r(S)

Let (¿:L"k,*õm,n, luhere c'*,n satisfu Ð "1*,r: 
0 for each ú € ^9, and ll "l*," l< oo.

tu,tu mn:t tu,fr

Then for every u € ^9, we hat'e :

6u,"- 6",u: limt c1^,r(6u*,n-6*,nu):lipD( Ð "1r,.- t c1*,x)6*,n
ffi,f, |n,n uk:m leu--n

The convergence is in the norm topology of 1.1(S x 
^9)



If.u€5, u * e, the above implies

( u*\-ci -\-"1 ,.:rlI c Í*u*o #."* I

L.\i-, I

{ uf I "L,,- Ð "'",r: -1 || ' ulc:e leu:u 
I

1,,* t rD"1r,,- r";,or:ol
[ (nz'n )*(u,e),(e,u) uk:m ku=n )

, u0, we have lim c1"," - cTo,p: 1. We will prove that lim cL," : 7
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(*)

Take z:

Take z: uo and let

| : {(m,n) e S x S : m : u6*r,,n : pr,r ) I,r € N}.

where NI denotes the set of all positive integers.

Then

f Ç {(rn, n) e S x S : (m,r) f (ao,e), (e,us)}

hr-" I | Ð co,,- t "1*,nl:o(m,n)et uok:m kas:n

The sequence (o6,p), (rE,p'),...,(r6,p') is infinite sincep and us have infrnite order:

Suppose, by way of contradiction, that ph+k - ph fo, some positive integers å and k. Mul-

tiplying on the right by rf', *e obtain pk : e. Th.en u¡ : e1)0: pkuo: pk-te - pfr-1 and

uoP: Pk: e, which is a contradiction with Claim 1.

the equationusk:r6*t =+ k:u6and ko6 :p'+lt -,p'+t by (iv).
oo oo

Precisely lY I | 
"',6,o. - cI5+, 

,o"+, I 
: 0 and this implies that lim \("'r5,r. - 15*, ,r,*r) 

: 0.

co 
r:1 r= I

But t(ø6 ,p' - ca6+r,.p,or): cio,o

r:1

Note (the series I l rh,rl converges then ìim cxn +t,o,+t:0), theref'ore lim cTo,p:0.

So we have that lim ct",":7.
i
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ln the relation (*) take u: u¡p, us is fixed and let

f : { (rn, n) e S x S :m:uope,n : 0 : (a,þ) # (",")}

Then

f Ç {(s, t) € S x,9 : (s, t) * (uop,e),(e,usp)}

and

Itl" I lf "L,n- t c1*,rl:o
(m,n)el uspk:m køsp:n

The function (a, þ) - (m,n) is injective. For suppose u¡pa : u6pa1 and aþ : at/ : e. If.

atla then by (i) ot : upcrfor some u e Ar. Thereforeup=upaB: atþ: e which is a

contradiction. So a1 : 6¡.

the equation u6pk : ulpa have solutions k : a and k e {upa I u e Ao} due to (i) and

Icuop - p do not have solutions due to (ii).

Therefore,

lip I þLp+Ð"',0*,ù:o (4.8)

@,ifì(",Ò u€A'

In the relation (+) take u : up , u € A, is fixed and let

f' : { (*,n) e,S x,S i ïn : a,n : /ap t (.a, þ) t þ,")}

Then

and

f'c {(s,ú) € S x,S: (s, t) * (rp,e),(e,up)}

Itf Ð | D "k,,- Ð cln,tl:o
(m,n)el aplc:m leup:n
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the equation upk : a do not have solution due (ii) and kup : Pup have tno solutions k : þ

and k : pup due to (iii).

The function (a,0) - (m,n) is injective. For suppose {Jup : plup and a0 : a[\ : e. If

lù t þ then by (iii) & : Pup. Therefore up: aþup: aßt: e w-hich is a contradiction.

So B1: B.

Therefore,

lim I kL'+"L,a,p):o (vueAr) (4.9)

@,ifìã,Ò
and we have láol relations.

so, if we are adding relations (a.8) and (a.9) and use the ìast condition (vi) :

ri¡n[(l,aol+t)( I cL,ò+Ð( t cTpo,B-r I "Lp,ì]:0ø,ifl&'t "'o' r*,iflô,"t @,iflå,")

lirn[(lÁol * t)(Æ" i^,,- c'",")+ 
E}Æ,r"k,- Ð"cï..,þp- c',p,"- 

"L,op)]:0

lim[(l,aol+1)( I c,^,n-",",")+D I c\*,n- I I cïo,ßp-l{"ïr,"*c,",oo)]:0

r'aking in rhe Ï;"" (*) z: ,:"^;::":'P 
ø€Apaþ=e ueAp

f": { (*,n) e 5 x,S :rn:rJ'*ra.,n: þp' :?þ: e,r € N*}

Then

l" c {(rn,n) e S x S : (rn, n) # (r,e),(e,u)}

sinceurprleVreN.

ltl" I |Ð¿r,,-I"'*,t l:o
. (m,n)el ole:m ku:n

The equatiort uk: ur*I e has the solution k : u,a. and the equation ku : þp, has the

solution k: l3p'+1 due to (iv). The function (a,þ) - (m,n) is also injective and the
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sequence (r'o, þp'), is infinite.

Therefore,

Im I f,lki,^'r" - ciu.*r a,Bp"+,)) : o

aß:e r)7

hm f clu.,pp:0
' ã:"

Taking u - p in the relation (*) we have:

rm(! "L,.-Ðci,ò:Iplc:p kp:.

Using condition (v), statement i) from the above Proposition we have that:

fit-" t "1or,?:0
u€Ap

Taking u : u in the relation (+) we have:

Iio_,(I "L,,-Ð4,t):-tuk:e ka:u

Using condition (v), statement ii) from the above Proposition v¡e have that:

Iimc'.,or:0 (u e Ar)

So, we get (l A,l+1X-1) :0 which is a contradiction.

The result can be generalized at such kind of semigroups:

Sr, : ( êrPruy,'ut)...)un-t I pro : pu! : ... : pur-1 : e)

n
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